
Characters D6 / Tilotny

Name: Tilotny

Species: Bedlam Spirit

Gender: Female

Hair color: Green

Eye color: Pale green

Skin color: Green

DEXTERITY: 3D

PERCEPTION: 4D

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

STRENGTH: 8D

MECHANICAL: 1D

TECHNICAL: 1D

Description: Tilotny was one of the non-corporeal spirits that

inhabited a region near the Bedlam Pulsar and the first of her

kind to take on a shape as they experimented with time and

space. During the Galactic Civil War, Tilotny and three other

spirits met Princess Leia Organa, who was forced to land on

the planet Bedlam while running from three Imperial

stormtroopers. Believing that she had invented form, Tilotny

claimed she had created the beings, and decided to play with

them, inadvertently killing them in the process. After tiring of

her playthings, she left, leaving her fellow spirit Splendid Ap to

clean up the mess. Splendid Ap revived Organa and the

stormtroopers but accidentally transported the latter 8,000

years into the past.

Biography

The omnipotent, transdimensional being known as Tilotny was one of the Bedlam Spirits who existed in

the stark whiteness that digested hyperspace near the Bedlam Pulsar. Generally abstract beings, Tilotny

and her cohorts began experimenting with time, matter, and space and, at some point during the Galactic

Civil War, Tilotny took on a shape for the first time, materializing on the planet Bedlam in a form

resembling a Human female. Although Tilotny was the first of her kind to take on a form, it was not long

before other Bedlam Spirits replicated her achievement and Tilotny was soon joined on the planet by

Horliss-Horliss, Cold Danda Sine and Splendid Ap. Believing herself to have invented form, Tilotny gladly

took credit for creating the world around them when asked by Cold Danda Sine, though Horliss-Horliss

wondered if it had already taken shape before their arrival.



As the group discussed their new forms and surroundings, they met Princess Leia Organa, a member of

the Alliance to Restore the Republic who had been forced to land on the planet and was being pursued

by three Imperial stormtroopers. Tilotny claimed to have created Organa too, but when the stormtroopers

arrived moments later, she was mocked by Cold Danda Sine for repeating a shape. Hoping to correct her

apparent mistake, Tilotny used her powers to alter the form of one of the stormtroopers, crystallizing the

trooper and inadvertently killing him. Horliss-Horliss was unimpressed by Tilotny's lack of subtlety and

tried his own modification, killing Organa in a less obvious way by turning her heart into diamond while

leaving the rest of her the same. Tilotny attempted once more to modify the beings, merging the two

remaining stormtroopers into a single mass of writhing limbs that did not live long. Cold Danda Sine soon

tired of the activity, however, and suggested that it was time to leave. Tilotny agreed, but Horliss-Horliss

felt that, since Tilotny was the first to take shape, she should clean up the mess they had made of

Organa and the stormtroopers. Tilotny refused, however, and instead instructed Splendid Ap to do so

while she departed with the others. Splendid Ap restored the beings to life and their original forms, but

unwittingly sent the stormtroopers 8,000 years into the past.

Personality and traits

Although she was an omnipotent being, Tilotny was naive on matters of time and space. She had an

innocent, light-hearted manner and saw her life-threatening experiments with the beings she encountered

as little more than a game. The first of her kind to take on a physical form, Tilotny believed herself to

have invented form, mass, and time and credited herself with creating the world around her and the

sentient beings she encountered, refusing to believe that any forms could have existed before her. She

was extremely proud of her achievement and felt that the newness of form was spoiled when her fellow

spirits learned how to take shapes of their own, accusing them of copying her and looking down on the

indistinct shape taken by Horliss-Horliss. When the others accused her of creating duplicate shapes upon

seeing the stormtroopers, Tilotny blamed her apparent error on being distracted by her companions and,

ashamed, attempted to correct her mistake, accidentally causing the deaths of the troopers. Tilotny, like

the other Bedlam Spirits, soon lost interest in her playthings and decided to leave, refusing even to

restore them to their previous state first. In her corporeal form, Tilotny resembled a Human female. Much

larger than a real Human, she had green features, pale green eyes and long, waving green hair and

floated above the surface of the planet.

Powers and abilities

Tilotny was an omnipotent being whose powers allowed her to casually manipulate time and mass. An

abstract entity by nature, she had the power to take on a physical form of her own and was the first of her

kind to discover how to do so. When in corporeal form, she was capable of levitating above the ground.

Tilotny was also capable of altering the forms of those she encountered. She did not fully understand the

extent of her powers or the consequences of her abilities, however. Assuming that she had created the

stormtroopers she encountered, she attempted to modify them, but caused their deaths in the process. 
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